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A three-dimensional Gaussian-beam ray-tracing program for designing
interferometer Õpolarimeter plasma diagnostics

George B. Warra) and John Howardb)

Plasma Research Laboratory, Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineering,
Institute of Advanced Studies, Australian National University, Canberra, ACT 0200, Australia

~Received 8 November 2000; accepted for publication 2 February 2001!

We have developed a three-dimensional Gaussian-beam ray-tracing program to aid in the design of
infrared, far-infrared, and millimeter wave interferometer and polarimeter diagnostic systems for
magnetic confinement fusion relevant plasma physics experiments. An overview of the program is
presented along with a description of the ray-tracing algorithm. A model is developed for the case
of diffraction of a Gaussian beam off a cylindrical grating and is shown to be in good agreement
with experimental measurements. The program has been used to aid the design of the
scanning-grating interferometer system for the H-1NF heliac experimental plasma device. The
program is written in the Research Systems Inc. Interactive Data Language and, on a typical modern
personal computer, is able to trace and render the;50 element three-view 44-beam H-1NF
interferometer optical system in about one minute. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The design of interferometer and polarimeter diagno
systems for magnetic confinement fusion relevant plas
physics experiments can be a complex task. As the pla
cross section in these experiments is often asymmetric, m
tichannel systems are required to deduce the den
distribution.1 Since these systems typically use infrared, f
infrared, or millimeter waves, a software design tool th
takes account of the Gaussian nature of the beams and w
accommodates specialized optical components such as c
drical gratings is essential for the system design.

We report on a three-dimensional Gaussian-beam
tracing program~grt3d! we have developed to assist the d
sign of the multiview tomographic interferometer system
the H-1NF heliac.2,3 It has also been used to model the i
terferometer system on the compact helical system and to
the design of the H-1NF 2 mm swept-frequency interfero
eter. The program is written in the Research Systems
Interactive Data Language and has been used on unix w
stations, personal computers~PCs!, and macintosh deskto
computers. On a typical modern PC the program is able
trace and render the H-1NF interferometer optical system
about a minute. The program includes a user friendly grap
cal user interface and a basic online help system. The s
ware is freely available4 to other researchers for use und
the terms of the GNU General Public License.5

This article is organized as follows. An overview of th
program is given in Sec. II, followed by sections describi
how the optical elements are treated in the program.
geometry used in the program is illustrated with reference

a!Electronic mail: gbw112@rsphysse.anu.edu.au; http://www.rsphysse
edu.au/;gbw112

b!Electronic mail: John.Howard@anu.edu.au; http://wwwrsphysse.anu.
au/prl/staffcont/jnhcon.html
2300034-6748/2001/72(5)/2305/5/$18.00
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a simple plane mirror~Sec. III! before considering the spe
cial case of Gaussian-beam reflection from the circumfere
of a cylindrical diffraction grating in Sec. IV. Other optica
elements are discussed briefly in Sec. V. Results show
good agreement between the program model and experim
tal measurements are also presented in these sections
conclude with a brief description of the complete H-1N
interferometer design and a comparison of the model pre
tions and experimental measurements for the beam path

II. GRT3D PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The three-dimensional Gaussian-beam ray-tracing p
gram has three main windows for interaction with the us
~a! a system-viewer window where the optical system is r
dered in three dimensions,~b! a beam-profile viewer tha
displays two-dimensional plots of the Gaussian-beam p
files throughout the optical system~see Fig. 1!, and ~c! a
data-entry window where details about the optical system
specified.

Descriptions of the system optical components~i.e., po-
sition, orientation, aperture, focal length, etc.! are contained
in an hierarchical tree structure. This facilitates the design
complex systems, allowing optical system subtrees to be
ily added or removed. Optical elements can be position
either relative to another system component or in abso
coordinates with respect to a user defined origin.

The ray-tracing algorithm used in the program traces
paths from each source in the system until the beams
absorbed, either by an optical component, a detector, o
the system boundary. Some components, such as beam
ters and diffraction gratings, generate additional rays. Th
rays are traced by recursively calling the ray-tracing alg
rithm.

At each spatial increment the program calculates
properties of the Gaussian beam propagating along the
between the components. Some optics, such as cylind

u.

u.
5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics

P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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lenses alter the propagation behavior of the Gaussian b
in one plane only. To model such behavior the progr
maintains a coordinate system with unit vectork parallel to
the ray direction and unit vectorsi andj orthogonal tok, see
Fig. 2. Gaussian-beam waist sizesw0 and positionsz0 are
computed for both thei and j components of the beam. Th
beam width~radius where the intensityI 5I max/e! along the
ray is calculated from the waist sizes and positions using
propagation equation

FIG. 1. Main windows of the ray-tracing program.~a! System-viewer win-
dow showing a close up of the grating wheel used in the H-1NF inter
ometer and~b! Gaussian-beam profile viewer showing beam profiles for o
of the diagonal plasma probing views of the interferometer.

FIG. 2. Geometry for reflection of a ray off a plane mirror.
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w~z!5w0F11S z2z0

zR
D 2G1/2

, ~1!

where zR5k0w0
2 ~the Rayleigh length!. The beam profiles

viewer, Fig. 1~b!, shows the profiles for thei ~solid line! and
j ~dashed line! components of the beam. The dotted vertic
lines in the figure indicate the positions where the beam
tersects the optical components of the system. In this fig
profiles for the central and outer beams of a set of plas
probing beams for the H-1NF interferometer have been ov
plotted for comparison.

Currently polarization states are not traced by the p
gram as it has been sufficient to model polarizers using be
splitters and plane mirrors. However, the fully thre
dimensional approach to the beam propagation descr
above provides a natural basis for extension of the prog
to include polarization effects, using, for example, Jones m
trices.

The program allows export of the rendered optical s
tem in the data exchange file~DXF! and virtual reality mod-
eling language~vrml! interchange formats for use in com
puter aided design programs and display on web pages.

III. PLANE MIRROR BEAM GEOMETRY

The geometry for a ray reflected off a plane mirror
shown in Fig. 2. A local coordinate system is maintained
the ray-trace program for each component in the optical s
tem. For a mirror the local coordinate system origin is in t
center of the front face of the mirror~point Q in the figure!
and has orthogonal unit vectorsl andm in the plane of the
mirror andn the unit normal to the plane.

When a ray is reflected off the mirror the component
its wave vector in the direction of the mirror normal is o
posite to that of the incident wave vector,kn852kn so that

k85k22~k"n!n. ~2!

The direction of the reflected unit vectorsi8 and j 8 used for
maintaining the orthogonal components of the Gauss
beam, are similarly obtained.

IV. SCANNING ROTATING GRATING WHEEL

The use of a rotating cylindrical grating wheel to Do
pler shift an incident monochromatic beam of radiation
heterodyne detection purposes was first proposed and d
onstrated by Ve´ron.6 Howard3 extended the concept to allow
a scanning capability for the diffracted beam and presente
simple geometric optics analysis of the effect of the grat
on the reflected beam profile parameters. This analysi
briefly summarized and adapted for Gaussian-beam prop
tion in Sec. IV A. Results confirming the reflection model a
presented followed, in Sec. IV B, by an explanation of ho
the theory is implemented in the ray-tracing program.

A. Reflection of a Gaussian beam

The geometry of a typical scanning grating wheel
shown in Fig. 3. For beams propagating in the plane of
wheel the angles of incidencea and diffractionb are gov-
erned by the familiar grating equation

r-
e
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2307Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 72, No. 5, May 2001 Three-dimensional Gaussian ray tracing
sina1sinb5ml/d, ~3!

wherem is the diffraction order,l is the beam wavelength
andd is the spacing of the grating grooves.

The region the incident beam illuminates on the whee
elliptical due to the inclination of the wheel surface to t
beam. When the ratio of the incident beam diameter at
grating surfaceWg to the wheel radiusR is small the major
axis of the ellipse is

a5Wg /cosa ~4!

which subtends an angle

dc5a/R ~5!

at the wheel center. The range of angles of incidence s
tended at the wheel surface due to the incident beam con
gence angledu I is

da5dc2du I . ~6!

By simple geometry, the divergence angle of the diffrac
beam is

duR5dc2db, ~7!

wheredb is the range of angles of diffraction subtended
the wheel surface due to the diffracted beam diverge
angleduR . Using the relationship

db52
cosa

cosb
da ~8!

between the diffracted and incident angle differences in E
~6! and ~7! gives the divergence of the diffracted beam a

duR5~111/m!~dc2du I !1du I ~9!

with geometric factor

m5cosb/cosa. ~10!

This analysis can be adapted to handle Gaussian be
by applying Eq.~9! to the local divergence~or convergence!
anglesdu(z) of the incident and reflected beams at the gr
ing surface and using the relationship between the incid
and reflected beam radii at the grating:wg85mwg where the
prime denotes the reflected beam. These two constraints

FIG. 3. Diffraction grating geometry showing the relationship between
incident and diffracted rays.
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able determination of the diffracted beam waist radius a
position which in turn define the propagation of the d
fracted beam. The angledu(z) is defined through its rela
tionship with the slope of the beam radius functionw(z):

tanFdu~z!

2 G[ dw~z!

dz
5

w0

zR
F11S zR

z2z0
D 2G21/2

. ~11!

du I at the grating is determined using Eq.~11! and substi-
tuted into Eq.~9! to determineduR at the grating. Substitut-
ing Eq. ~11! for the diffracted beam into the Gaussian-bea
propagation@Eq. ~1!#, gives the diffracted beam waist radius

w085wg8/$11@k0wg8 tan~duR/2!#2%1/2. ~12!

The distance from the grating to the waist of the diffract
beamz08 determined using these two equations is

z085wg8~k0w08!2 tan~duR/2!. ~13!

A negative value ofz08 indicates that the virtual waist is
behind the grating surface and the diffracted beam is dive
ing, whereas a positive value ofz08 indicates the waist is afte
the grating and the diffracted beam is initially converging

Figure 4 shows the good agreement of this theory
measured beam profiles. Shown are the effects on a

e

FIG. 4. Comparison of best fit to measured beam profiles~solid line! with
predicted profiles~dashed line! for l5337mm Gaussian beams diffracte
off a 300 mm diameter grating wheel. The incident beam is focused b
f 5250 mm hemispherical lens and is incident on the grating ata530°.
Profiles are shown in~a! for fixed diffraction angleb510° and lens-grating
separations of 180 mmh, 205 mmn, and 258 mmL, and in~b! for fixed
lens-grating separation 205 mm and diffraction angles ofb5210° h, b
50° n, andb510° L. Uncertainties in the measurements are indicated
error bars. The dotted line in~b! shows the diffracted beam behavior in th
orthogonal direction in which the grating behaves like a plane mirror.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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2308 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 72, No. 5, May 2001 G. B. Warr and J. Howard
fracted beam due to varying the distance between the gra
and the converging incident beam~thereby changingdu I at
the grating! and the effect of varying the diffraction angleb.
As anticipated from Eq.~8! there is little effect on the dif-
fracted beam profile for small changes inb. This is important
for the proper functioning of the scanning-grating interfe
ometer, where the diffracted beam angle is varied in orde
effect a spatial scan of the plasma region. The diffrac
beam behavior in the direction parallel to the grating groo
shown in Fig. 4~b!, for which the grating behaves like
plane mirror, indicates the need for cylindrical correcti
optics to manage the elliptical nature of the diffracted bea

B. Ray direction

In the general~noncoplanar! case, the direction of a
beam diffracted off the grating wheel is determined us
conservation of momentum. To this end, we letn normal to
the wheel,m tangential to the wheel, andl parallel to the
grating grooves define the local coordinate system at
point of intersection of the ray with the wheel and introdu
the grating wave vectorkG5kGm5(2pm/d)m. The grating
has no effect on thel component of the ray sokl85kl . The
component in the direction ofm is given by momentum
conservation

km8 5km2kG ~14!

@identical to Eq.~3!# while the component in the direction o
n is obtained by energy conservation (ik8i5iki) giving

kn852knS 11
2kmkG2kG

2

kn
2 D 1/2

. ~15!

The diffracted wave vector is therefore

k85k2kG2H 11F11
2k"kG2kG

2

~k"n!2 G1/2J ~k"n!n ~16!

which reduces to the equation for specular reflection Eq.~2!
whenkG50.

V. OTHER OPTICS

The ray-trace program models a number of other opt
Routines have been written for cylindrical, cylindrical ellip
tic, cylindrical parabolic and spherical mirrors, cylindric
and spherical lenses, and beam splitters. The program
also calculate beam refraction on propagation throug
plasma. In addition, common physical structures such
magnetic coils can be rendered to assist with the visual
tion of the optical system and its interference with exter
boundaries.

For the cylindrical, cylindrical elliptic, and cylindrica
parabolic mirrors the reflected beam direction is determi
using Eq.~2! takingn to be the surface normal at the point
intersectionO of the incident ray with the surface~see Fig.
5!. Provided the Gaussian-beam diameterW52w is small
compared to the focal length of the mirror and large co
pared to the wavelength of the radiation, Murphy7 has shown
that the geometric optics equation
Downloaded 20 Jun 2001 to 150.203.2.85. Redistribution subject to AI
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predicts the correct behavior of the transmission electron
croscopy (TEM00) component of the reflected beam to ord
e15Wm /(2 f O) and e252/(kWm). Here Wm is the beam
width on the mirror,k52p/l, f O is the local focal length at
O ands1 ands2 are the distances fromO to the foci of the
ellipse. The power loss 12h from the fundamental mode
into higher modes is

12h5
1

2 S Wm

f O
D 2

tan2 u, ~18!

whereu is the angle of incidence.
Figure 6 shows the good agreement of Eq.~17! with

measurements of a HCN laser beam (l5337mm) reflected
off a cylindrical parabolic mirror (f O5s1 ,s2→`) for s1

5300, 400, and 500 mm. The values ofWm from Fig. 6 give
e1,5%, e2,0.5%, andh,0.5%.

Cylindrical and spherical lenses have been used only
axis in the optical systems that we have modelled so thi
the only case implemented in the program. In this case
ray direction is unaltered while the Gaussian nature of

FIG. 5. Off-axis elliptical mirror geometry.

FIG. 6. Behavior ofl5337mm Gaussian beams reflected off a cylindric
parabolic mirror. Solid lines indicate the best fit to the measured be
diameters. Dashed lines indicate profiles predicted by treating the m
focal lengthf 5s1 , the distance from the focus to the ray–mirror interse
tion point. h s15300 mm,n s15400 mm,L s15500 mm. Uncertainties
in the measurements are indicated by error bars. The mirror is designe
that u545° at s15400 mm. The dotted line shows the reflected beam
havior in the orthogonal direction for which the mirror behaves like a pla
mirror.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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beam is changed according to the well known relations
rived by Véron6 for the transmitted beam waist distance fro
the lensdt0 and radiuswt0 ,

dt05 f 1
~di02 f ! f 2

zR
21~di02 f !2 , ~19!

wt05
f wi0

@~di02 f !21zR
2 #1/2. ~20!

Here f is the focal length of the lens anddi0 andwi0 are the
incident beam waist distance from the lens and radius,
spectively.

The refraction of a beam as it propagates through
plasma is calculated by steeping the beam through a s
lated plasma profile and determining the ray direction a
position at each step due to the gradient in the profile. I
the i th step the ray direction isk i and ray position isr i , their
values at the next step are given byk i 115k i1hK i and
r i 115r i1hk i , where

K i5
¹m~r i !2@k i•¹m~r i !#k i

m~r i !
~21!

is the change in ray direction,m is the plasma refractive
index for the beam~for example,m5m0 for a beam propa-
gating in the ordinary mode!, andh is the step size.

This refraction part of the program was initially writte
as a separate program and includes an algorithm to t
Stokes vectors as the beam propagates allowing determ
tion of Faraday rotation angles for polarized beams.

VI. COMPARISON OF GRT3D WITH MEASUREMENTS
OF THE H-1NF INTERFEROMETER OPTICAL
SYSTEM

The optical system for the H-1NF interferometer
shown in Fig. 7. It is comprised of five interferometer su

FIG. 7. Optical system for the H-1NF interferometer.
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systems: two interferometers with sets of beams which pr
the plasma diagonally from above and below, another t
interferometers with sets of beams which probe the plas
horizontally~one set above the other!, and a reference inter
ferometer.

Figure 8 compares the beam profile predicted by gr
with experimental measurements of the profile width for t
central beam of the interferometer which diagonally prob
the plasma from below. Apart from the positions and spe
fications of the optical elements, only the initial beam wa
width and position for the 433mm optically pumped far-
infrared ~OPFIR! laser source@determined by fitting the
propagation Eq.~1! to measurements of the beam profil
after the source# were supplied to grt3d. The good agreeme
between the predicted and measured beam profiles sh
that the program can be used confidently to design opt
systems.
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